
Landquip CropmasterCropmaster  MountedMounted 

24 metre RPA 
Alu-light boom 

 

Perfect liquid fertiliser application Perfect liquid fertiliser application   
by Umbrella nozzlesby Umbrella nozzles  

This popular high capacity combi front tank and Cropmaster gives good weight distribution. 
Chemical filling takes place via the stainless induction bowl at the rear. 

New Vision front tanks are available in 1100, 1500 or 1900 litres. 

Bravo  Electronics  Bravo  Electronics  --  Spraying made easy  Spraying made easy 
 
 New high resolution 5.7” display 
 CanBus data transmitted by 1 single cable 
 Precision rate control 
 CanBus electro-hydraulic controls 
 GPS sensed speed 
 Manual sequential switching of up to 13 sections 
 GPS automatic shut-off of each individual nozzle 
 Automatic on-the-move selection of appropriate  
 nozzle according to speed, spray rate & pressure 
 Built in LED lightbar guidance system 
 USB job export in Shape format 

 2GB internal memory to store jobs 
 2 camera inputs/ports 
 Options:- 
 Delta 80 8.4” display 
 Headland nozzle switching 
 In-fill sensor 
 Tank contents 
 In-fill electronic read-out at fill sta-

tion 
 Variable rate control 
 Auto steer 
 Boom levelling 

1300, 1600 or 1900 litres1300, 1600 or 1900 litres1300, 1600 or 1900 litres   
18 to 28 metre Alu18 to 28 metre Alu18 to 28 metre Alu---lightlightlight Booms Booms Booms   

The lightest mounted sprayer availableThe lightest mounted sprayer availableThe lightest mounted sprayer available   
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24 metre Contractors’ 
Alu-light boom 

 



Spray PumpsSpray Pumps  
  
PTO driven 210 or 300 l/min piston diaphragm 
 

BoomsBooms  
  
Tried and tested Alu-light booms (up to 28 metres)  
equipped with stainless steel spray lines with  
either semi recirculation or Poziflow continuous  
recirculation. 
 
Multi-head 360o nozzle bodies carry up to 5 ceramic,  
high pressure, low drift tips or Umbrella fertiliser jets.   
 

CropmasterCropmaster Mounted  Mounted   

Standard equipment includes:Standard equipment includes:--  
  
 Heavy duty height mastHeavy duty height mast  
 Trapezium self levelling boomTrapezium self levelling boom  
 18 to 28 metre Alu18 to 28 metre Alu--light light boomsbooms  
 Patented hydraulic antiPatented hydraulic anti--yaw yaw   
 1300, 1600 and 1900 litre low centre1300, 1600 and 1900 litre low centre  
     of gravity polyethylene tanks   of gravity polyethylene tanks  
 Large 190 litre wash tankLarge 190 litre wash tank  
 Stainless steel chemical bowlStainless steel chemical bowl  
 Suction, pressure and line filtersSuction, pressure and line filters  
  
  

 
 The Cropmaster is the lightest mounted machine available thanks to its Alu-light booms. 
 Suitable for a medium sized tractor, a 24 metre Cropmaster weighs in at around 1000 kg.  
  
 
 Bi-fold booms 18 to 28 metres 
 
 
 Tanks up to 1900 litres.   
 
 
 Heavy duty construction 
 Operator-friendly  
 Ease of operation and maintenance 
 Easy access to the pump, filters, electronic valves, and recirculation system. 

 
 

Light Light   
         Robust          Robust   
                 Operator friendly                 Operator friendly 


